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Raku Exhibition
March 23 - August 12, 2012
Goldberg Family Library
Missoula, MT / January 9, 2012 / Missoula Art Museum (MAM) / MAM’s Goldberg
Family Library will host an intimate and educational exhibition of raku ceramics featuring
works from both the collections of MAM and our friends at The Clay Studio of Missoula.
The ceramic artist Paul Soldner, whose Woodfire Vase is included in the exhibit, is one of a
handful of ceramic artists that popularized raku in the United States back in the early
1950s, and indeed developed what is known today as “American Raku.”
Raku is a pottery technique with origins in 16th century Japan, associated with the handformed vessels of the Tea Ceremony. Most types of pottery are loaded into a cold kiln
where the firing proceeds slowly and the pieces are allowed to cool slowly. In raku,
however, the pieces are loaded into a hot kiln and when the firing is completed,
immediately removed from the kiln while still glowing hot. The traditional raku technique
was adopted and transformed by Soldner as his major medium of expression. Today,
raku has innovated away from its traditional applications, but still requires the same depth
of knowledge and skill. As Soldner states:
“In the spirit of raku, there is the necessity to embrace the element of surprise. There can
be no fear of losing what was once planned and there must be an urge to grow along
with the discovery of the unknown. In the spirit of raku: make no demands, expect nothing,
follow no absolute plan, be secure in change, learn to accept another solution and, finally,
prefer to gamble on your own intuition.”
Contact: For more information, please contact the Missoula Art Museum at 406.728.0447,
visit the MAM website at www.missoulaartmuseum.org or contact Ted Hughes, Registrar,
ted@missoulaartmuseum.org, 406.728.0447 x222.
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About MAM: FREE EXPRESSION / FREE ADMISSION. The Missoula Art Museum strives to engage artists and
audience in the creative exploration of contemporary art relevant to our community, state and region.
Founded in 1975 and accredited by the American Association of Museums since 1987, MAM showcases
diverse and thought-provoking contemporary artwork from local and international artists. Gallery Hours:
Tuesday-Thursday, 10AM-5PM, Friday-Sunday, 10AM-3PM. Office hours: Mon-Fri, 9AM-5PM.

